
PARAMOUNT ICE THORNHILL/CYGHA

UPDATED PROTOCOLS – RETURN TO PLAY

Presence of a Safety Ambassador

As part of our CYGHA Return to Play plan, we have asked for volunteers to fill this role at all CYGHA

Return to Play on ice sessions. Each session will have a Safety Ambassador to organize the efforts of the

CYGHA with items such as attendance, pre-screening, mask wearing, and practicing physical distancing at

all times when in the facility(unless participating with the on ice activity). The Safety Ambassador is

expected to stay in the arena during the entire time. They need to be there no later than 30 minutes

before the start of the on ice session to check everyone in and make sure that everyone has read and

understands the protocols. Once the session begins they must stay to ensure that anyone entering the

facility for CYGHA purposes (players, parents) has filled out the CYGHA online COVID e-waiver, has

received a passing grade, and can show proof via their phone or with a paper printout. They are also

there to ensure that everyone entering the facility follows the physical distancing protocol as well as any

other CYGHA and Paramount Ice Thornhill protocols. The coaches and trainers are expected to help

enforce the protocols and assist the Safety Ambassador where necessary.

● Safety Ambassadors must check in with the Paramount Ice Thornhill staff to make sure that the

team/session group can enter the facility. They must identify themselves as the Safety

Ambassador to the arena staff and must confirm with arena staff that they have conducted

CYGHA contact tracing and verified COVID screening for all persons who enter the facility in

association with that permit;

● No person associated with the CYGHA shall be allowed to enter the building unless the Safety

Ambassador has verified/conducted the screening and contact tracing;

● The Safety Ambassador may conduct the screening and contact tracing indoors or outdoors, but

must enter with the group to provide verification to Paramount Ice Thornhill staff;

● The Safety Ambassador must follow the direction of Paramount Ice Thornhill staff, which may

include relocating to another specified location to conduct screening and contact tracing;

● Once the Safety Ambassador is no longer available at the entrance, no further entry will be

allowed for anyone associated with the CYGHA;

● In an effort to promote physical distancing of all facility users, all CYGHA users of the Paramount

Ice Thornhill facilities must arrive to the  facility no earlier than 30 minutes before but may not

enter until 15min prior to start of the permitted time, and must vacate the facility no later than

15 minutes after the end of the permitted time;



Screening Process for CYGHA

Every participant needs to fill in the online screening within 24 hours of the session.

Each participant is allowed ONE spectator (if indicated on the screening form)

The Email received after screening is the passport into the building.

It MUST be shown to the safety ambassador, either by showing their phone, or by printing out the email.

If this isn’t possible, it must be done again and verified, or entry will be denied.

Screening Link: https://ewaivers.ca/pages/cygha-ps

Arrival at the Facility

All ice arena participants are encouraged and expected to arrive fully dressed with the exception of

skates, helmet and gloves. All players are to bring their water bottle filled and not share any food or

drink in the facility.

Anyone not following the direction of the arena staff or the COVID protocols will be asked to leave

immediately.

Everyone entering the facility must be wearing a mask and maintain 6 feet distance while waiting in line

or inside the facility. Enter through the front doors.

Entering - Access is restricted to 15 minutes prior to permit time.

Screening

We expect all users(spectators and participants) to have filled out both the CYGHA online screening

e-waiver and be able to show proof on their phone or with a printout of a PASSED status. Once the

screening process is complete, the group will be directed in.

Spectators

Each player is allowed to have one spectator. Any person who enters or uses the facility must maintain a

physical distance of at least two metres from any other person who is using the facility, except where

allowed in accordance with the Provincial Order i.e. players on the ice.

Washrooms

Arena spectators may utilize the washrooms that are available, check with arena staff for the location.

https://ewaivers.ca/pages/cygha-ps


Change Rooms

Dressing rooms are available for players to put on their skates, helmet, and gloves. Players are to come

fully dressed otherwise. No shower use at this time.

Exiting

After completion of permitted time, each group must exit the arena the same way they entered, no

more than 15 minutes after permit completion.




